Our students borrowing from Macquarie University Library

NSI libraries and Macquarie University library have signed an agreement so that our students and staff can borrow from each other’s libraries.

As an NSI student or staff, to borrow from Macquarie University Library you will need to:

- Obtain a signed and stamped printout from us showing your library record has no fines or blocks, which we supply for those of you with a current TAFE enrolment or who are currently employed by NSI
- Pay them $55. Details in the membership application form below
- Fill in the Membership Application form.
  - Category: Macquarie University Alumni/Partners/Community.
  - Reason: Northern Sydney Institute of TAFE
- Wait to receive an email, once you have paid and been confirmed, telling you how and where to collect your Macquarie University library card.

This entitles you to borrow:

- 20 print items* for 4 weeks with up to 2 renewals (these items may be recalled by the library earlier if required urgently by local users)
- online access to subscription databases from within Macquarie University Library only
- for the current year to December

* some items are heavily restricted, it could be that they are in high demand locally. You may not be able to borrow these

There may be other restrictions on your use of their Library’s facilities and resources. Please contact Macquarie University Library for further information on this.

Please note: any outstanding fines owed to Macquarie University will result in your TAFE results and testamurs being blocked.